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High temperature lithium/iron sulfide batteries are currently under development for electric vehicle applications at Gould Inc. The preferred battery temperature range during operation and idle periods is 400 to 500°C. Thermal management is thus an essential part of battery design; the battery requires a thermal insulation vessel to minimize heat loss and heating and cooling systems to control temperature. Studies have been performed on the thermal energy generation and the gross thermal energy balance in the battery systems [1, 2, 3]. However, information is not available on the dynamic thermal response of the system which is required for the engineering design of thermal control systems. The present paper reports results of temperature measurements performed on a 2.5-kWh battery module, which was built to gain information for the design of larger systems.

Figure 1 shows the construction of the module, which consists of ten 200-Ah cells. Two movable plates, at either end of the stainless-steel case, were employed to constrain the cells against a fixed center partition. All cell surfaces, with the exception of cell lids, were wrapped with a thin mica sheet and Fiberfrax felt. These materials serve as electrical insulation and electrolyte absorber. However, their low thermal conductivity significantly impairs heat transfer from the cells. Stainless-steel cooling tubes are attached on two opposite side walls of the case, and strip heaters are fastened to all four sides. Thermocouples were used to record the temperature at 25 locations while the battery was at several operating conditions.

Figure 2 shows the temperature at three representative locations, while the battery was heated to 475°C with a heater power of 300W. The temperatures at other locations in the battery were observed to be between curves 1 and 3 in the figure. Temperature differences between thermocouple locations were relatively constant, except near the beginning and end of the heating period. This indicated that heat was transferred quasi-steadily from the heaters to the cells. The rate of temperature increase was 18.5°C per hour, with a maximum temperature difference of 60°C.

During idle periods the temperature in the battery was uniform to within 10°C. At a mean battery temperature of 475°C, the measured heat loss through the vessel walls was 81 W.
The effect of the cooling system on the battery temperature was also tested. The results of temperature measurements during a 30-minute time period at a 600 SCFH air flow rate are shown in Figures 3 and 4. The actual cooling rate decreased from 1.5 to 0.92 kW while the battery and supporting hardware cooled down over this test period. The battery temperature declined relatively slowly as compared to the surface temperature of the cooling tubes as shown in Figure 3, which indicates a large thermal resistance between the cells and the cooling system. The average battery temperature dropped about 20°C after 30 minutes of cooling, but the temperature gradient in the battery increased significantly. The shape of the temperature profile clearly shows the effect of heat conduction along the partition plate as well as the end plates.

The results of these heating and cooling tests show the need for more direct means of heat removal from the cells. Although the cooling system functioned at the desired cooling rate, it produced unacceptably large thermal gradients within the battery module. This study has produced valuable and necessary data for the design of the temperature control systems for full-scale lithium/iron sulfide batteries.
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